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A Note on Circular Decomposable Metrics
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Abstract. A metricd on a finite setX is called aKalmanson metricif there exists a circular ordering
� of points ofX, such thatd(y; u) + d(z; v) > d(y; z) + d(u; v) for all crossing pairsyu andzv of
�. We prove that any Kalmanson metricd is anl1-metric, i.e.d can be written as a nonnegative linear
combination of split metrics. The splits in the decomposition ofd can be selected to form a circular
system of splits in the sense of Bandelt and Dress.
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An l1-metric (decomposable metric)[6] d on a finite setX is any nonnegative linear
combination of split metricsd = �S2S�S � �S , where thesplit (pseudo) metric�S
associated with the split (bipartition)S = fA;Bg of X is defined as

�S(x; y) =

(
0; if x; y 2 A or x; y 2 B;

1; otherwise:

A circular ordering � = (x0; : : : ; xn = x0) of X; jXj = n, is a bijection
betweenX and the vertices of a convexn-gon Cn in the plane such thatxi
andxi+1(i = 0;1; : : : ; n� 1) are consecutive vertices ofCn. For each pairxi; xj
of distinct points ofX let Sij = fAij ; Bijg, whereAij = fxi+1; : : : ; xjg and
Bij = fxj+1; : : : ; xig. ThenS(�) = fSij:xi; xj 2 Xg will be called thecircular
systemof splits associated with�. Now, anl1-metricd is circular decomposableif
there exists a circular ordering� ofX and a decomposition ofd such that every split
occurring in this decomposition belongs toS(�). Circular decomposable metrics
have been introduced by Bandelt and Dress [2] in their study of totally decom-
posable metrics. They note that tree metrics and the Euclidean metric restricted to
points that form a convex polygon in the plane are circular decomposable.

A (pseudo) metricd on X is a Kalmanson metricif there exists a circular
ordering� of X, that

d(y; u) + d(z; v) > d(y; z) + d(u; v); (1)

for all u; v; y; z 2 X such that the segments[y; u] and[z; v] are crossing diagonals
of Cn (following [2] we write yujzv for pairs constituting crossing diagonals). In
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this case,� andd are calledcompatible. These metrics have been introduced in [7]
and further investigated in [5]. Notice that all Kalmanson metrics compatible with
a given circular ordering� of X form a polyhedral cone.

In this note we show that Kalmanson metrics and circular decomposable met-
rics are the same. Since this result was obtained, we learned about the paper [4] by
Christopher, Farach and Trick. Using some results from [2] and [5], these authors
also establish the equivalence between the two classes of metrics. However, our
proof is very short, self-contained, and indicates the required circular decompo-
sition. To show that Kalmanson metrics are circular decomposable, we prove a
Crofton-type formula for computing distances in metric spaces. (Recall that the
Crofton formula from integral geometry establishes the probability that a line would
separate two planar convex sets.) The idea is borrowed from a striking paper by R.
Alexander [1].

THEOREM. Letd be a metric on a finite setX. Thend is a Kalmanson metric if
and only ifd is circular decomposable.

Proof. We start with a few notions. As before, let� be a circular ordering ofX.
A split Sij = fAij ; Bijg separatesthe pointsu; v 2 X if u 2 Aij andv 2 Bij or
u 2 Bij andv 2 Aij . For a splitSij, the pairsxixj; xixj+1; xi+1xj, andxi+1xj+1

will be calledextreme pairsof Sij.
First, letd be circular decomposable, i.e.d = ��Sij�Sij for a circular ordering

� of X and�Sij > 0. To establish thatd is Kalmanson, it suffices to show that
any split metric�Sij is a Kalmanson metric compatible with�. Picky; z; u; v 2 X

with yujzv. If Sij separatesy andu and/orz andv, then (1) can be verified in a
straightforward way. In the remaining case, we deduce that all four points belong
to a common part of the splitSij . In this case,d(y; u) = d(z; v) = d(y; z) =

d(u; v) = 0, and we are done. Therefore,d is a Kalmanson metric compatible
with �.

The converse follows from a more general result. Namely, letd:X�X ! R be
a symmetric function which vanishes on the main diagonal, and let� be a circular
ordering ofX. For a splitSij 2 S(�) set

�ij = d(xi; xj) + d(xi+1; xj+1)� d(xi; xj+1)� d(xi+1; xj):

LEMMA. For anyu; v 2 X there is a combinatorial Crofton formula given by

2d(u; v) = �f�ij:Sij separates the pointsu andvg: (2)

Proof. We show that a pairxixj 6= uv occurs as an extreme pair in such a way
that+d(xi; xj) and�d(xi; xj) appear the same number of times on the right side
of (2), while +d(u; v) appears exactly twice. Three main cases have then to be
distinguished.

First suppose thatxi; xj ; u; v are distinct points. If the splitSij does not sep-
arate the pointsu andv, thend(xi; xj) cannot appear on the right side of (2).
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Now, let u 2 Aij andv 2 Bij . Thenxixj occurs as extreme pair of four splits
Sij; Si�1j�1; Sij�1; Si�1j separating the pointsu andv. Then the first two splits
will contribute+d(xi; xj) while the last two splits will contribute�d(xi; xj).

Now, supposexi = u, butxj 6= v. Letv 2 Aij . There are exactly two splitsSij
andSij�1 which separateu andv in such a way thatxixj is an extreme pair. The
first split gives a contribution+d(xi; xj) in (2) and the second gives�d(xi; xj).

Finally, letxi = u andxj = v. There are precisely two splitsSij andSi�1j�1

which separateu andv, andxixj occurs as an extreme pair of each of them. Each
of these splits has a contribution+d(xi; xj) = +d(u; v) in (2). This concludes the
proof of the lemma.

If d is a Kalmanson metric then every�ij is nonnegative, i.e. (2) yields a circular
decomposition ofd. 2

Clearly, the set of functionsd occurring in the lemma forms an(n � 1)=2-
dimensional real vector space. In this space, formula (2) shows that anyd may
be written asd = 1

2��ij � �Sij . Therefore, the split metrics�Sij span the space.
Since their number isn(n� 1)=2, they form a basis and the decomposition given
by (2) is unique. Further, the cone of Kalmanson metrics compatible with a given
circular order is the nonnegative orthant of the corresponding basis. The whole
set of Kalmanson metrics is the union of all such cones taken over all circular
orderings. Note that this union is nonconvex forn > 5 and that the cones share a
common face spanned by the split metrics�ffxg;X�fxgg:

A metricd onX is calledconvexif for any distinct pointsx; y 2 X there exists
a pointz 6= x; y such thatd(x; y) = d(x; z) + d(z; y). It is well known [8] that if,
in addition,(X; d) is complete, then any two pointsx; y 2 X can be joined by a
shortest pathP (x; y) which is a Jordan curve.

A metric space(X; d) is said to beL1-embeddableif there is a measurable
space(
;A), a nonnegative measure� on it and a mapping� of X into the set of
measurable functionsF (i.e. withkfk1 =

R


jf(w)j�(dw) <1) such that

d(x; y) = k�(x) � �(y)k1

for all x; y 2 X [6]. A well-known compactness result of [3] implies thatL1-
embeddability of a metric space is equivalent tol1-embeddability of its finite
subspaces.

COROLLARY. LetD be a topological two-disc bounded by a Jordan curve�. If
d is a convex metric onD, then the metric space(�; d) isL1-embeddable.

Proof. By the result of [3] and the theorem, it suffices to establish thatd restrict-
ed to any finite subsetX of � is a Kalmanson metric. Let� be a circular ordering
of X obtained by walking around the curve�. Pick pointsy; z; u; v 2 X such
that yujzv in �. Since(D; d) is a complete metric space, the pairsy; u andz; v
can be joined inD by shortest pathsP (y; u) andP (z; v) which are Jordan curves.
Necessarily,P (y; u) andP (z; v) intersect in a pointp. By the triangle inequality
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d(y; z) 6 d(y; p)+d(z; p) andd(u; v) 6 d(u; p)+d(v; p). Summing up we obtain
(1), i.e.d is Kalmanson. 2

We conclude with another example of a Kalmanson metricd on X =

fx1; x2; : : : ; xng: let a1 6 a2 � � � 6 an and defined(xi; xj) = jaj � aij � (an �

jaj � aij).
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